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GTG-071 - compact silicone keyboard for 
industrial use and full functionality of a 
standard PC keyboard

 

Germering, 24th of April, 1998.

The GeBE Computer & Peripherie GmbH presents a new, compact silicone mat 
keyboard for industrial applications. The GTG-071 has 71 keys (inclusive 
Windows95 keys) and the full function of a standard PC keyboard. 

There are the keys for operating the cursor and a separate nummeric block. In 
addition the keyboard offers a special "block key" which switches between two 
levels of the keyboard.

The keyboard is available in different configurations: 

●     The silicon mat with German or US layout
●     The fitting circuit board and inclusive keyboard controllers with RK and 

PS/2 interface 
●     As 19 " 3HE front panel version
●     Built into a sturdy metal housing as desktop device 
●     As built-in drawer for the installation behind a rectangular Cutout in any 

front panel.

The guidance of the keys by housing break-throughs, otherwise necessary with 
silicone mats, is replaced by a solid silicone rubber core. Thus the mat is easily 
integrable in a large rectangular break-through in the front panel. The keys are 
stabilized by additional burls under the key. As a consequence an outstanding 
tactile acknowlegement is achieved. The closed surface of the silicone mat 
enables the installation in applications where durability up to degree of protection 
of IP65 is requested. 

The keyboard is suitable for devices, which require a compact, durable, dust and 
waterproof keyboard as well as the full functionality of a PC standard keyboard. 
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GTG-71/GTG-62 Series 
Silicone mat keyboard with 71 or 62 keys in many different 
designs 
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